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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 POSITION OF THE DELIVERABLE IN THE WHOLE PROJECT 

Task 4.2, titled “Testing alternative energy efficiency methods and models”, is concerned with 

researching new and innovative ways for improving the energy efficiency of computer systems, with a 

focus on the use cases that were depicted in T4.1, “Research energy efficiency requirements“. 

By researching existing methods and models and, expectedly, innovate and introduce new methods for 

achieving better energy efficiency, the project will contribute to a better, more refined way of 

measuring, proving and monitoring the energy efficiency of the accomplishments of the OPERA project. 

 

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE DELIVERABLE 

Deliverable 4.2, “Report on tested innovative models, methods and algorithm”, will present three 

energy-efficient methods and energy harvesting techniques. As this task is research oriented, the goal is 

to gain insights in energy efficiency and show promising results by testing. 

The Technion decided to focus on improving the efficiency of the virtual memory subsystem. 

Heterogeneous architectures, like the systems used in the OPERA project, support and implement 

virtual memory in diverse ways. For example, Intel x86 platforms uses radix page tables, whereas IBM 

POWER platforms use hash-based page tables. The virtual memory performance is known to be a crucial 

factor in the performance of memory intensive applications. As some of the OPERA workloads are 

memory intensive, e.g. the traffic monitoring and the truck use cases, a suboptimal virtual memory 

design may degrade their performance (runtime and energy consumption) considerably. 

Additionally, a specific research will be focused on the identification of the energy harvesting techniques 

applicable to the specific use cases. ISMB will lead the development of the energy harvesting HW 

module and present a working prototype, ready for integration into a full prototype to be done in WP7. 

As chosen by the OPERA partners, Task 4.2 will test and demonstrate three energy-efficient methods 

and techniques: 

1. Method #1: hashed paged tables. 

2. Method #2: hashed paged tables in virtualized setups. 

3. Method #3: photovoltaic technology for harvesting energy. 

This intermediate release will only report the first and third methods. 

For all efforts under this task, we will aim at in-depth analysis of the methods and technology, high 

academic quality, and contributing to innovation in Europe. 

 

1.3 LIST OF ACTIONS AND ROLES 

The task has been led by Certios, with the other consortium partners ST, ISMB, IBM, NALL, TECH 

providing highly valued technical input and feedback. 

 

ACTIVITIES LIST 

 CERT IBM ISMB LD38 TECH 

Energy Efficiency innovative models, 

methods and algorithms researched, 

analysed and described 

R R P P P 
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Photovoltaic module installation and 

evaluation on the chosen site  
R - P P P 

Structure and writing of D4.5 R I P P P 

      

Table 1 Activities List 

Legend: 

P = Participating (includes I & R) 

I = Input delivery (Includes R) 

R = review 

 

PARTNER ROLES 

TECH Leader of the research. 

ISMB Leader of the research. 

LD38 Provide input for the photovoltaic module installation and energy assessment. 

IBM Provide input for the hashed page table research. 

CERT Work package leader, reviewed and managed the work. 

Table 2 Partner Roles 
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2 HASHED PAGE TABLES 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Computer systems typically utilize Translation Lookaside Buffers (TLBs) to accelerate the conversion of 

virtual addresses to physical addresses. The TLB is consulted upon each memory reference, and if it 

misses, the hardware retrieves the absent translation using the corresponding page tables and places it 

in the TLB. In the x86-64 architecture, the page tables are hierarchical, organizing the translations in a 4-

level radix tree. Finding a missing translation in this hierarchy---a.k.a. ``walking'' the page tables---thus 

incurs an overhead of four memory references. Although the TLB often avoids this overhead (when it 

hits), TLB misses might still degrade performance substantially and might account for up to 50% of the 

application runtime [9,10,14,34,38].  

Attempting to mitigate the cost of TLB misses, hardware vendors introduced special page walk caches 

(PWCs) to accelerate the page table walks [5,27]. PWCs store partial translations---of prefixes of virtual 

addresses---thus allowing the hardware to quickly skip over upper levels in the radix tree hierarchy 

instead of traversing them. In the best-case scenario, when the table walker always hits the PWC, a walk 

requires only one memory access instead of four. SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, for example, require 1.13 

memory references per walk, on average [9].  

Utilizing PWCs to shorten table walks is specifically tailored for the radix tree structure of x86 page 

tables. Shortening table walks can, in principle, be achieved without resorting to PWCs by replacing the 

radix page tables with hashed page tables, which yield short page walks by design [22,29,39]. Assuming 

no hash collisions, a hashed page table walk consists of only one memory reference rather than four, 

similarly to the best-case scenario of radix page tables with PWCs.  

Arguably, as hashed page tables obviate the need for PWCs, they may constitute an appealing 

alternative to the commonly used radix page tables design. Counterintuitively, however, an ISCA 2010 

study by Barr et al. [9] proclaimed that radix page tables are more efficient than hashed page tables:  

Barr et al. attributed the relatively poor performance of hashed page table design to: (1) hashed page 

tables being ``unable to take advantage of the great locality seen in virtual address space usage'' since 

hashing scatters the page table entries (PTEs) associated with virtually-adjacent pages, as opposed to 

radix tables, which tightly pack such PTEs within the same cache lines; (2) radix page tables having ``a 

smaller page table entry size, because [hashed page tables] must include a tag in the page table entry'', 

making hashed PTEs consume significantly more cache lines; and (3) the presence of hash collisions, 

inevitably increasing the number of memory accesses required per walk to ``more than one reference to 

follow a collision chain.''  

 

 

``... this paper contributes to the age-old discourse concerning the relative effectiveness of different 

page table organizations. Generally speaking, earlier studies concluded that organizations based on 

hashing [...] outperformed organizations based upon radix trees for supporting large virtual address 

spaces [29,39]. However, these studies did not take into account the possibility of [PWCs] caching 

page table entries from the higher levels of the radix tree. This paper shows that [PWC-aided] radix 

tables cause up to 20% fewer total memory accesses and up to 400% [=5x] fewer DRAM accesses than 

hash-based tables''. 
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In this study, we find that, in fact, hashed page tables can be more performant than radix page tables. 

We contend that the above findings by Barr et al. do not apply to hashed page tables in general; rather, 

they are specific to the hashed page table implementation that the authors used for their evaluation---

the Itanium architecture [19,25]. We present three optimizations that correspondingly tackle the 

aforementioned three flaws in this hashed page table design: (1) utilizing a hashing scheme that maps 

groups of PTEs of virtually-adjacent pages into the same cache line [39]; (2) leveraging properties of 

hashed paging (inapplicable to radix page tables) that allow us to pack PTEs more densely and thereby 

fit more of them per cache line; and, consequently, (3) substantially reducing the load factor of the hash 

table, thus decreasing the number of collisions and lowering the page walk latency.  

We will show that the ISCA 2010 findings are not applicable to hashed page tables in general. We do so 

by experimentally demonstrating (1) why the Itanium design is suboptimal and (2) how to optimize the 

Itanium hashed page tables design to be more performant than the radix design. Our proposed hashed 

page table reduces benchmark runtimes by 1%--27% compared to the 4-level radix page tables baseline 

with PWCs as implemented in current x86-64 hardware. 

One of main contributions of OPERA is energy-efficient workload management on heterogeneous 

architectures. Different architectures usually implement virtual memory differently. Namely, Intel x86 

platforms uses radix page tables, whereas IBM POWER and Intel Itanium platforms use hash-based page 

tables. Some of the OPERA workloads are memory intensive (e.g., the traffic monitoring and the truck 

use cases), so their performance in terms of runtime and energy consumption may be negatively 

impacted by the virtual memory overhead. We therefore decided to focus on improving the efficiency of 

the virtual memory subsystem and study the two main competing designs of virtual memory: radix and 

hashed page tables. The results we will show may guide further research on smart workload placement 

in a heterogeneous cluster of machines, for example, as conducted under OPERA work package 5. 

 

2.2 BACKGROUND 

2.2.1 Virtual Memory 

Modern computer systems typically utilize virtual memory to make application programming easier. 

Each process exists in its own contiguous virtual address space, so applications do not need to be aware 

of each other. Other benefits of virtual memory include improved security due to memory isolation, and 

the ability to use more memory than physically available by swapping data to/from secondary storage. 

Virtual memory is supported by both software and hardware. The operating system (OS) is responsible 

for assigning physical memory to virtual memory, and the memory management unit (MMU) carries out 

the address translation upon each memory access. The commonly used page size in x86 and other 

architectures is (2�� �) 4KB. Therefore, the 12 least significant bits of each address (virtual or physical) 

serve as the offset within the page, and the remaining bits serve as the page number. The virtual 

memory subsystem maps virtual page numbers (VPNs) to physical page numbers (PPNs). Per-process 

VPN to PPN mappings are stored in the page table of the process and are cached by the TLB.  

2.2.2 x86-64 Radix Page Tables 

The x86 architecture uses radix page tables, which are also called multilevel, hierarchical, and forward-

mapped. As their name suggests, radix page tables store VPN to PPN mappings in a radix tree data 

structure. On current 64-bit architectures, the tree consists of a four-level hierarchy when standard 4KB 

pages are used [5,26]. Accordingly, walking the page table in order to perform a VPN to PPN translation 

requires four memory references. To increase the memory coverage of the TLB, page sizes larger than 
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4KB are also supported [36]. When larger pages are used, the table walk is shortened to three or two 

steps, depending on the page size.  

 

Figure 1: Bare-metal radix page table walk. 

Figure 1 depicts the radix page table structure and page walk process. Current x86-64 processors utilize 

48-bit virtual addresses and no more than 52 bits for the physical addresses. With 4KB pages, the 48-bit 

virtual address decomposes into a 36-bit VPN and a 12-bit page offset. The 36-bit VPN further 

decomposes into four 9-bit indexes, such that each index selects a PTE from its corresponding level in 

the tree. Each PTE contains the physical address of a table in the next level. The topmost, root level 

table is pointed to by the CR3 register. PTEs in the lowest level contain the PPNs of the actual program 

pages. Since the page indexes consist of 9 bits, there are 2� � 512	PTEs in each tree node, and since the 

tree nodes reside in 4KB pages (� 2�� bytes), each PTE consists of 
�	


��
	� 	8 bytes. PTEs encode more 

information than just the next PPN, in the format shown in Table 3.  

 

Table 3: Radix PTE structure. 

Notably, PTEs are cached in the regular L1, L2 and L3 caches to accelerate the page walks [7]. In modern 

x86-64 processors, these caches consist of 64-byte cache lines. Radix page tables arrange the PTEs 

contiguously, one after the other, so each cache line encapsulates exactly eight PTEs. Lowest level PTEs 

that are co-located within a cache line correspond to eight consecutive pages that are contiguous in the 

virtual memory space. Thus, whenever the MMU accesses a PTE, its seven same-line neighboring PTEs 

are implicitly prefetched to the data cache hierarchy, and there is a non-negligible chance that these 

seven will be accessed soon due to spatial locality. 
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2.2.3 Page Walk Caches 

Radix page table walks require expensive memory references, and 2D page walks all the more. This 

motivated hardware vendors to accelerate address translation by caching parts of the page walk process 

in specialized MMU caches. However, as with every cache, their performance degrades when the 

working set of partial translations is too large. In this section, we survey the existing implementations of 

MMU caches. 

 

Figure 2: Page walk caches. 

MMU caches accelerate bare-metal page walks [9] by storing PTEs from the higher levels of the radix 

tree in small low-latency caches. Higher level PTEs are good cache candidates because they map large 

regions of virtual memory, so many workloads use only a small set of them with considerable reuse. 

PTEs from the lowest level are harder to cache; indeed, TLBs utilize hundreds of entries to effectively 

cache the lowest level PTEs, whereas MMU caches typically contain dozens of entries.  

AMD and Intel provide different implementations of MMU caches. AMD's page walk caches (PWCs) tag 

the PTEs with their physical addresses in memory, so the PWC serves as a dedicated ``L1D cache'' for 

page walks. (We remark that AMD microarchitectures cache PTEs in the L2 and L3 caches only [11].) 

When the MMU finds a PTE in the page walk cache, it immediately reads it and saves a reference to the 

memory hierarchy. Intel's paging-structure caches (PSCs) tag the PTEs with prefixes of the virtual page 

number corresponding to their location in the radix tree. That is, PTEs from the topmost level are tagged 

by the uppermost 9-bit index from the VPN, PTEs from the next level are tagged by two 9-bit indexes, 

and PTEs from the third level are tagged by three 9-bit indexes. If the MMU finds a PTE in the paging-

structure cache, the page walk process can begin from that PTE. Therefore, the MMU searches for an 

entry with the longest matching tag, to shorten the page walk as much as possible. Figure 2 illustrates a 

radix page walk process that utilizes a paging structure cache. In the best-case scenario, when a third 

level PTE is found in the MMU cache, the page walk process skips over three levels in the tree and 

directly accesses the lowest level PTE. 

Previous works [9,14] explored the different types of MMU caches and showed that they achieve similar 

performance gains. Our simulation results corroborate this finding; thus we examine only PSCs in our 

experiments and assume the same analysis can be applied to other kinds of MMU caches. For simplicity, 

we will use the terms ``MMU caches,'' ``page walk caches,'' and ``paging structure caches'' 

interchangeably. 

 

2.3 HASHED PAGE TABLES 

Hashed page tables [22], as their name suggests, store mappings from virtual to physical pages in a hash 

table. When assuming no hash collisions, only one memory access is required for address translation, 

regardless of the workload's memory consumption or access pattern. As radix page walks involve four 

memory references, hashed page tables should perform better than radix page tables, without requiring 

PWCs. But recent results by Barr et al. [9] surprisingly found that PWC-aided radix page tables are 
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superior to hashed page tables, ``increas[ing] the number of DRAM accesses per walk by over 400%.''% 

(The primary focus of the paper by Barr et al. was, in fact, on optimizing PWCs.) The authors identified 

three drawbacks of hashed page tables underlying their poor performance: (1) hashing scatters the 

mappings of consecutive pages in different cache lines, so hashed page tables are unable to leverage the 

spatial locality seen in many workloads; (2) hashed PTEs are bigger than radix PTEs, leading to higher 

memory usage; and (3) hash collisions occur frequently, resulting in more memory references per page 

walk.  

We contend that these drawbacks are specific to the Itanium design that Barr et al. used for their 

evaluation [19,25]. We demonstrate that these drawbacks do not apply to hashed paging in general, and 

that hashed page tables can be optimized through a series of improvements that make them better 

performing than PWC-aided radix page tables. In this section, we first describe the basic Itanium design 

assessed by Barr et al. [9]. We then point out the problems in this design and propose optimizations that 

address them. 

2.3.1 Baseline: Intel Itanium 

The Itanium architecture utilizes a hashed page table when its virtual hash page table (VHPT) is 

configured to use ``long format'' PTEs [19,25]. The VHPT resides in the virtual memory space, which the 

OS pins to the physical memory. The long format PTEs consist of 32 bytes that house full translation 

information, including protection keys, page sizes, and reserved bits for software use. The latter may 

store any value, notably an address that points to a collision chain. The Itanium architecture explicitly 

requires the OS's involvement on hash collisions. The hardware page walker hashes into a single table 

slot, raising a TLB miss fault that invokes an OS handler upon a hash collision. The OS can then resolve 

the collision as it pleases, e.g., by searching for the translation somewhere else in the hash table, or by 

using some auxiliary OS-defined data structure.  

Barr et al. chose the latter alternative. They utilized ``chain tables'', which hold PTEs whose hash slots 

were already taken, resolving hash collisions with the closed addressing method [15]. With this design, 

entries that hash to the same table slot form a collision chain, which is a simple linked list where each 

entry points to the next. The chain's head is stored directly in the table, and the other nodes are stored 

in the aforementioned chain table data structure. Both the hash table and the chain table are allocated 

upon system startup. To avoid dynamic resizing, the maximal number of PTEs should be known. When 

assuming no sharing of physical pages between processes, this number is bounded by the number of 

physical pages [29]. Thus, if the chain table size is set to this maximal number of PTEs, no dynamic 

resizing is needed.  

Figure 3 depicts the Itanium hashed page table variant that was used by Barr et al. Unlike the per-

process radix page tables, there is a single, big hashed page table shared among all processes, pointed 

to by the CR3 register. Each slot in the hash table consists of three fields: tag (VPN), value (PTE), and a 

pointer to the next node in the collision chain. When translating an address, the 36-bit VPN hashes to 

some slot, and it is then compared to the tag stored in that slot to detect if a hash collision has occurred. 

If the tag mismatches, the next node in the collision chain is examined. The search continues until a 

match is found or the chain ends, indicating that the element is not in the table. Our simulation of the 

basic Itanium design reproduces the methodology of Barr et al., which does not account for the 

additional overheads incurred due to chain table lookups being handled by software. (Subsequent 

simulated versions implement the search entirely in hardware, as will be later explained.)  
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Figure 3: Hashed page table utilizing closed addressing. 

 

 

Figure 4: Hashed page table utilizing open addressing. 
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2.3.2 Flaws of the Itanium Design 

The basic hashed design as implemented in the Itanium architecture has several weaknesses. First, the 

hashed page table does not cache the PTEs effectively since it scatters the PTEs of virtually adjacent 

pages to non-adjacent table slots that reside in distinct cache lines. Radix page tables, on the other 

hand, keep the mappings of virtually adjacent pages contiguously in the physical memory, tightly 

packing their PTEs in cache lines. When one page is referenced, it is often the case that its virtually 

neighboring pages will soon be accessed as well, because many workloads exhibit locality of reference. 

Correspondingly, when one PTE is referenced, there is a greater chance that the PTEs of virtually 

adjacent pages will be referenced soon. Consequently, when the page walker references a radix PTE and 

inserts it into the cache, it also inserts the PTEs of neighboring pages, which reside in the same cache 

line, thereby eliminating cache misses in future page walks. Hashed designs, on the other hand, are less 

likely to prefetch PTEs of neighboring pages into the cache. They thus increase the number of costly 

DRAM references due to cache misses.  

Hashed page tables also require additional memory as they need larger entries to keep the tags and 

chain pointers to resolve potential hash collisions. In the Itanium design, the 32-bytes long PTE houses 

the ``short'' 8-byte PTE version along with its matching 36-bit VPN and an 8-byte chain pointer. A 64-

byte cache line thus contains exactly two long PTE slots, in contrast to the radix page table design 

whereby each cache line contains eight PTEs. Hashed performance therefore degrades because the 

caches can hold four times fewer hashed PTEs than radix PTEs. Hashed page tables reference a larger 

working set of cache lines than do radix designs, so they may cause more cache misses during page 

walks.  

The rate of hash table collisions is mainly determined by the ratio of occupied slots to the total number 

of slots, also called the load factor [15]. The hash table performance degrades as the load factor grows, 

since more occupied slots increase the likelihood that different elements will hash to the same slot. 

Importantly, for a fixed load factor, the rate of hash collisions is not affected by the workload memory 

footprint or access pattern, if uniform hashing is assumed [15]. The basic design sets the maximum load 

factor to 1/2 by allocating a hash table with twice the number of slots required to map the resident 

physical pages. That is, two 32-byte slots are allocated for each 4KB page in the physical memory. The 

hash table thus consumes 1.6% of the physical memory.  

Another drawback of the Itanium hashed page table is that it requires an additional data structure---the 

chain table. Ideally, without hash collisions, the chain table is unnecessary since the hash table has 

enough space to contain all the PTEs. But hash collisions cannot be completely eliminated, so some 

memory must be allocated to the chain table. Radix designs are thus more space efficient, because they 

do not require additional data structures. 

2.3.3 Optimizations 

We now describe three optimizations aimed at remedying the flaws of the basic Itanium design. Figure 5 

shows that the improvements reduce the page walk latency, as well as the number of references to the 

memory and the DRAM, for a specific SPEC CPU2006 benchmark (433.milc). We present the results for a 

single benchmark since the other benchmarks exhibit the same qualitative behavior.  
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Figure 5: Optimizing the hashed page table gradually cuts down the walk latency and the number of references to the 

memory and DRAM. (Showing results for the 433.milc benchmark in bare-metal setup.) 

 

Open Addressing: Our first proposal is to get rid of the wasteful chain table by switching to the open 

addressing method [15], which stores all PTEs in the hash table slots. Figure 4 illustrates the hashed 

page table structure and hashed page walk process in the open addressing scheme. Each slot in the hash 

table consists of three fields: tag (VPN), value (PTE), and an ``empty'' bit to mark a free slot. The chain 

pointers are no longer used to resolve hash collisions; when a tag mismatch occurs, the next slot in the 

hash table is examined. The search ends when a match is found or an empty slot is reached, indicating 

that the element is not found in the table.  

Besides saving the memory required by the chain table, the open addressing scheme has another, more 

important advantage: it discards the chain pointers that lie inside PTEs. We can therefore shrink the 

table slots of the open addressing design to 16 bytes, as each slot contains only a 36-bit VPN and its 

matching 8-byte PTE. Consequently, the hashed page table size is cut by half. We can turn the space we 

saved to good use by lowering the load factor and shortening the hash table lookup. The open 

addressing design in Figure 5 sets the load factor to 1/4, without using additional memory over the basic 

Itanium design. Decreasing the load factor indeed lowers the average number of memory references per 

walk, as can be seen in Figure 5 (b).  

PTE Clustering: Our second proposal is to utilize clustered page tables---a hashed page tables variant 

that packs the mappings of consecutive pages in the same hash table slot [39], thereby making the page 

table easier to cache for workloads with a high degree of locality. The number of PTEs that occupy the 

same slot is called the clustering factor. It is normally chosen to be the largest possible such that each 

table slot fits into a single cache line. If table slots are smaller than a cache line, the clustered page table 

does not exploit the spatial locality to its maximum. And if table slots are bigger than a cache line, the 

tag (block number) and the value (PTE) may reside in different lines, so probing a single slot may require 

two memory references. Because hashed PTEs are 16 bytes long, and since x86-64 processors use 64-

byte cache lines, the optimal clustering factor is four; radix designs still pack twice more, that is, eight 

PTEs per cache line.  

Figure 6 depicts the clustered page table structure and the clustered page walk process. The hash table 

lookup follows that of hashed page tables with minor changes. The 36-bit VPN decomposes to a page 

block number (bits 14:47) and page block offset (bits 12:13). The block number hashes to a table slot, 

and the block offset indexes into the array of PTEs stored in the slot. When a mismatch occurs between 

the block number and the tag in the slot, the next slot in the table is examined. Each hash table slot is 64 

bytes long, holding a single tag (34-bit block number) and four values (four PTEs, 8 bytes each).  
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Figure 6: Clustered page table walk. 

Figure 5 (c) provides the average number of DRAM references per walk. We see that clustering the PTEs 

as was just described takes advantage of the locality seen in this workload and generates fewer DRAM 

references than the basic design.  

PTE Compaction: We propose a new technique that further improves hashed page tables by compacting 

eight adjacent PTEs in a single 64-byte cache line, resulting in the spatial locality of hashed page tables 

similar to that of the x86-64 radix page tables. The clustered page tables, as were previously defined, 

cannot pack eight PTEs and a tag in a single cache line, since PTEs are 8 bytes long. But we can exploit 

the unused topmost bits of each PTE and store the tag in this unused space. Specifically, the x86-64 

architecture reserves bits 52:63 of the PTE as available for use by the system software in long addressing 

mode [5]. If we group all the available bits from the eight PTEs, we have more than enough space to 

store the 33-bit page block number, which serves as the tag. Table 4 shows the possible layout of a hash 

table slot containing eight PTEs. We use 8 bytes for the tag and 7 bytes for each of the eight PTEs. This 

layout is valid even for architectures with 56-bit physical addresses, i.e., 64 petabytes of physical 

memory, which is more than enough for the foreseeable future. Note that the compaction technique 

can only be applied in tandem with clustered page tables, since they amortize the space overhead of the 

tag over many PTEs.  

 

Table 4: Compact cluster of PTEs. 

Compacting the PTEs cuts the number of hash table slots by half, as each slot now holds eight PTEs 

instead of four. If we fix the load factor, compaction thus saves half the memory used by the hashed 

page table. Alternatively, we can decrease the load factor and reduce the hash table lookup complexity. 
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The compact design in Figure 5 implements the compaction of eight PTEs in a cache line and sets the 

load factor to 1/8, bringing the average page walk cost close to a single memory reference per walk, 

without using additional memory over the previous designs. We see that it also exploits the spatial 

locality and further reduces the number of DRAM references.  

Note that radix paging hardware cannot easily implement a compaction scheme that derives benefit 

from the unused bits in the PTEs. Current radix hardware packs eight PTEs in a cache line, and it can 

pack two additional PTEs if the unused bits were utilized. That is, the radix hardware can pack a 

maximum of 10 PTEs in a cache line and hence no more than 640 PTEs in a 4KB page. But trying to pack 

640 PTEs in a page will demand a more complex calculation of the radix tree indexes, via a sequence of 

three divide and modulo operations, which cannot be parallelized. Current radix paging hardware 

exploits the fact that each page contains a power-of-two number of PTEs to immediately extract the 

indexes to the radix tables without having to calculate them. Specifically, each 4KB page contains exactly 

512 PTEs, and the 36-bit virtual page number directly decomposes to the four 9-bit radix tree indexes, as 

explained in Section 1.2.2.  

To summarize: Itanium hashed page tables can be improved via three optimizations. First, utilizing an 

open, rather than closed addressing scheme shrinks the table slots and reduces the load factor. 

Second, clustering adjacent PTEs leverages the spatial locality seen in many workloads. Third, 

compacting the PTEs makes it possible to pack eight PTEs per cache line, similarly to the x86-64 radix 

design, thereby (i) equalizing the number of cache lines occupied by the two virtual memory 

implementations, as well as (ii) further decreasing the load factor and eliminating almost all hash 

collisions. 

In the next section, we show that our optimized hashed page tables indeed reduce benchmark runtimes 

by 1%--27% compared to x86-64 PWC-aided radix page tables. 

 

2.4 EVALUATION 

2.4.1 Methodology 

Our goal is to estimate the performance of nonexistent hardware, such as the proposed hashed page 

tables or radix paging with perfect PWCs. To this end, we apply the de facto methodology of recent 

microarchitectural research concerning virtual memory [10,14,18]. First, we develop an approximate 

performance model, which assumes, for simplicity, that the application runtime (measured in cycles) is a 

linear function of the walk cycles, i.e., the cycles spent during page walks: ������	 � 	�	 ∗

	����\_������	 � 	 . The model parameters A and B are benchmark specific, and we determine them by 

measuring a real system running each benchmark separately. Second, we calculate the walk cycles of 

new page table designs from our memory simulator, which we implemented and thoroughly tested. 

Last, we plug the simulation results into the linear performance model to predict the runtime of the 

benchmarks on these new designs.  

The performance model is gauged for each benchmark individually with experiments conducted on a 

Linux server equipped with an Intel processor, as outlined in Table 5. Our Intel processor provides 

monitoring hardware that is capable of measuring the cycles spent during page walks (events 0x0408, 

x0449 in the Sandy Bridge microarchitecture [27]). The connection between the walk cycles and the 

application runtime is not immediate, as the walk cycles overlap with other processor activities in 

modern, pipelined, out-of-order CPUs. But the walk cycles certainly hint at the application performance; 

thus we assume that the relationship is linear. Finding the model parameters A and B is simple given two 

points on the line. We obtain the first point from measurement with the default 4KB pages used, and 

the second point after configuring the system to use 2MB pages via the Transparent Huge Pages feature 

[1].  
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Table 5: Details of the experimental platform; the micro-architectural parameters were also used in the simulator. 

Having obtained the performance curve, we can now apply it to evaluate several hardware designs. We 

develop a trace-based simulator, and generate traces dynamically with Intel's Pin binary 

instrumentation tool [31,32,34]. For each memory reference in the trace, the simulator initially consults 

the TLB for address translation, walks the page table hierarchy upon a TLB miss, and then performs the 

memory access. The simulator outputs the number of references to all the relevant hardware structures 

(L1/L2 TLB, L1 data cache, L2/L3 caches, DRAM, and PWCs when available). The walk cycles are then 

calculated via summing the access latencies to each hardware component, weighted by the access 

frequency. The microarchitecture parameters were taken from the closely related studies by 

Bhattacharjee et al. [14] and Gandhi et al. [18] as outlined in Table 5.  

We note that memory simulators are able to produce accurate estimations of the walk cycles, because 

the page walk process is sequential, where each reference to the memory hierarchy depends on the 

previous one. We sample a small, representative subset of the full memory address trace following the 

statistical sampling technique by Wunderlich et al. [40]; we verified that our sampling simulator is 

accurate, yielding cycle estimates within "5% of the full run outcome with 95% confidence. The trace-

based approach, together with sampling, enables us to evaluate new architecture designs relatively 

quickly. Average programs run 5x--50x slower under the simulator, so we can inspect realistic workloads 

with big memory footprints. As Pin is limited to instrumentation in user mode only, we measured the 

TLB misses and the walk cycles invoked by the kernel via performance counters and verified that they 

are negligible.  
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2.4.2 Radix Paging with PWCs Does Not Scale 

Perfect PWCs, which theoretically eliminate all misses, cut down page walks considerably, to one 

memory reference per walk. But realistic PWCs have finite sizes that limit their performance. Our 

analysis shows that the gap between the performance of actual (x86-64) and ideal (infinite and always 

hit) PWCs can be significant in memory intensive workloads, as depicted in Figure 7 for three benchmark 

suites. The first suite is the canonical SPEC CPU2006 [20], whose benchmarks typically exhibit negligible 

TLB miss rates and hence are largely unaffected by PWCs. We therefore limit our analysis to only those 

benchmarks that are sensitive to PWC misses, enjoying a performance improvement of at least 1% when 

PWCs are perfect---these are mcf, cactusADM, and xalancbmk. The performance of the remaining 28 

SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks neither improves nor degrades when employing perfect PWCs (or our 

optimized hashed design). The second benchmark suite is Graph500 [8,35], which ships with several 

implementations and a scalable input generator; we use the shared memory (OpenMP) version with 

eight threads, and we test three different input sizes: 4GB, 8GB, and 16GB. The third suite is GUPS 

[30,33], which likely approximates an upper bound on the performance improvement that perfect PWCs 

offer, randomly accessing a large in-memory table; we use three table sizes: 2GB, 8GB, and 32GB.  

 

Figure 7: Simulating perfect PWCs (infinite and always hit) as compared to actual PWCs. Clearly, memory intensive 

workloads could achieve notable improvement gains if all PWC misses were eliminated. 

 

Figure 7 shows that PWC misses degrade the performance by up to 19%. When focusing on Graph500 

and GUPS, we see that the effectiveness of the PWCs monotonically drops due to (1) bigger memory 

footprints (compare benchmarks in the same suite) and (2) lower locality of reference (compare GUPS 

benchmarks to Graph500 benchmarks with similar/smaller size). 

 

2.4.3 Hashed Paging Performs Better 

Our two competing designs are hashed paging and radix paging with PWCs. The comparison between 

them is not ``fair,'' since the latter employs additional cache structures---the PWCs---skewing the odds in 

its favor. Still, we find that hashed page tables perform better than radix tables for the workloads 

tested. (Recall that we focus on workloads that stress the TLB and PWCs; for workloads that experience 

few TLB and PWC misses, as do most SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, hashed paging and radix paging 

perform similarly.) Figure 8 depicts the runtime improvement achieved by using hashed paging rather 

than radix paging with PWCs. The Graph500 and GUPS benchmarks show larger improvement gains as 

the memory footprint grows, because the PWC efficiency degrades, while hashed page tables require 

the same number of memory references per walk. 
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Figure 8: Normalized benchmark runtimes of hashed paging relative to radix paging with (real) PWCs. 

 

We now provide an in-depth analysis of hashed paging performance by comparing Figure 8 to Figure 7---

the differences are summarized in Table 6. We see that, for the Graph500 and GUPS benchmarks, 

perfect PWCs reduce the runtime more than hashed page tables. The reason for this performance gap is 

the difference in the page walk length. Radix paging with perfect PWCs require 1 memory references per 

walk in bare-metal setups, while hashed page tables exhibit hash collisions and thus require a few more, 

that is, 1.08 references on average. Our results confirm that reducing the hash table load factor and, 

hence, decreasing the hash collision rate closes the gap between the two designs.  

 

 

Table 6: The runtime improvement achieved when utilizing (1) ideal PWCs and (2) hashed paging, as compared to radix 

paging with real PWCs. The improvement provided by hashed paging is comparable to that of ideal PWCs. The exception is 

cactusADM, for which hashed paging offers a much greater improvement due to radix caching pathologies. 

Interestingly, Table 6 shows that hashed paging outperforms perfect PWCs for the three SPEC CPU2006 

benchmarks that we examined. Radix paging with PWCs incurs additional cycles to search the PWCs, 

whereas hashed paging does not. Our analysis indicates that this PWC overhead, albeit small, is 

noticeable in the mcf and xalancbmk benchmarks. Table 6 also reveals that hashed paging cuts the 

cactusADM bare-metal runtime by 27%, whereas the perfect PWCs design reduces it by 7%. This 

significant performance gap merits further discussion, as it cannot be attributed to the PWC latency 

alone.  

CactusADM solves a set of partial differential equations. The main loop references, on each iteration, 

multiple array elements whose virtual addresses are separated by a constant stride [21]. Since radix 
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page tables map virtual addresses contiguously, the PTEs matching these virtual addresses also reside in 

physical addresses separated by a constant stride. And so, if the PTEs map to the same set in the data 

caches on the first iteration, they will conflict again on each subsequent iteration. Our analysis indicates 

that the lowest level PTEs, which are left out of the PWCs, indeed conflict in the L1 data cache due to 

this access pattern. We experimentally substantiated this finding by verifying that an (impractical) fully 

associative L1 data cache almost completely eliminates the L1 misses during page walks. Hashed page 

tables, on the other hand, are less sensitive to such cache pathologies because they randomly scatter 

the PTEs in the physical memory allocated to the hash table, lowering the probability for successive 

misses due to cache conflicts. The hashed paging randomization reduces the likelihood of encountering 

a worst-case input, similarly to the memory layout randomization that is used in stabilizer to get 

predictable performance [16].  

To summarize: The performance of radix page tables depends on PWCs, so their effectiveness 

degrades when workloads access larger and larger memory regions with lower locality. In contrast, 

our optimized hashed page tables cut the page walk overhead without resorting to PWCs, as their 

performance is unaffected by the memory footprint or the access pattern of the application. 

 

2.4.4 Drawbacks of Hashed Paging 

Practical implementation of hashed page tables is hindered by several obstacles [17]. First, hashed page 

tables are designed to avoid dynamic resizing, so they are allocated once and spread over a large 

memory area. This necessitates sharing the page table between all processes, contrary to the per-

process page table employed with radix paging. Using a single page table for all processes has some 

advantages, e.g., saving the overhead of allocating and deallocating page tables as processes are created 

and terminated. One of the drawbacks is that killing a process requires a linear scan of the hash table to 

find and delete the associated PTEs, though this can be carried out lazily. Deleting a slot from an open 

addressed hash table is another challenge. Just marking the deleted slot as ``empty'' might truncate 

search chains that probed this slot, found it occupied and moved on to the next probe. Therefore, 

deleted slots should be distinguished with a special ``deleted'' value. But marking deleted slots has the 

undesirable side effect of a longer hash table lookup, because it no longer depends solely on the load 

factor.  

Page tables should also support several features besides mapping virtual to physical addresses. Such 

features include sharing memory between processes and multiple page sizes. A feasible solution for 

both requirements is to add another level of translation, as implemented in the Power architecture 

[23,37]. The Power architecture defines three types of addresses: effective, virtual, and physical. Each 

process owns a separate effective memory space, but the virtual address space is shared by all 

processes. This way, applications can share data by translating different effective segments to the same 

virtual segment. The effective and virtual address spaces are divided to 256MB segments, whereas the 

virtual and physical address spaces are divided to 4KB pages by default. Recent versions of Power allow 

different segments to be configured with different virtual memory page sizes: 4KB, 64KB, 16MB, or 

16GB [24]. Multiple page sizes may boost performance with fewer virtual to physical translations, at the 

cost of potential waste of memory that was allocated but never used.  

The Power architecture requires a two-level translation procedure for each memory reference: the first 

stage translates effective to virtual addresses, and the second stage translates virtual to physical 

addresses via hashed page tables. The Power architecture employs a closed addressing scheme, where 

each hash table slot contains a group of 8 PTEs, which form a constant size list. The hardware page 

walker uses two different hash functions to obtain two such groups of PTEs. If the VPN is not found in 

one of the 16 PTEs, the hardware triggers a page-fault interrupt that the OS must resolve.  
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This study investigates page table design with respect to their performance. In real environments that 

employ hashed page tables, we acknowledge that the aforementioned difficulties are likely to have an 

adverse effect on performance. Quantifying the precise implications is a nontrivial task; we leave this 

study for future work. 

 

2.5 FUTURE WORK 

The main path we will take in our future research is optimizing the virtual memory subsystem for 

virtualized setups, that is, for applications running in guest virtual machines hosted by a virtual machine 

monitor (VMM). Virtualization dramatically amplifies TLB miss cost, inducing an overhead of 24 memory 

references instead of 4. Hardware vendors have extended the PWCs to partially alleviate the problem, 

but, as we showed, PWCs can rip limited performance benefits due to their finite size. A cloud backend 

serving typical foreground workloads, such as multiple desktop VMs (as in the OPERA virtual desktop 

use case), is heavily negatively impacted by the problem of costly/wasteful virtual memory subsystem. 

Accordingly, the cost of longer runtime will also increase the energy consumption. We believe that 

improving the virtual memory subsystem in virtualized setups will induce far fewer memory references 

and thus shorten TLB miss latencies and rid the hardware from the need to employ specialized PWCs. 
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3 PHOTOVOLTAIC TECHNOLOGY FOR HARVESTING ENERGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Some of the information included in this chapter has been already illustrated in the deliverable ‘D3.1 - 

Initial requirements SOTA enhancement for the platform’. In the following section more details will be 

provided about the power harvesting activity for the OPERA project. 

The main objective of the Energy Harvesting topic in the OPERA project is to study and adopt harvesting 

techniques and technologies in order to further reduce the external power supply required and, as a 

side effect, to further improve the energy efficiency of the whole system. More in particular, the 

applicability of the available power harvesting solutions has been verified in order to develop an 

autonomous device (i.e., the camera monitoring system described in the traffic monitoring use case) 

capable to perform specific functions without the need of external power supply. 

It’s worth noting that the main goal of the Energy Harvesting study performed within the OPERA 

project is not to investigate new harvesting techniques and technologies. In fact, the study is focused 

on the identification of the available and most appropriate technology to be used and on the correct 

sizing and integration of the single devices. 

Despite the harvesting power supply system relies on the integration process of available commercial 

components (e.g., technological innovations are not planned within the OPERA project), the adoption of 

specific energy harvesting solutions is very important for the project. In fact, to obtain a “true” wireless 

monitoring system it’s not enough to design and develop a system capable to transmit the data of 

interest by using radio frequency signals. To achieve a true autonomous device it’s crucial to include also 

the suitable technologies (i.e. Energy Harvesting technologies) capable to make the monitoring system 

autonomous also from the electrical power provisioning point of view. 

The adoption of renewable power supply allows also to greatly reduce the impact on the in-field 

installation process (both from the infrastructure interventions and the economical sides): in fact, it is 

possible to place the monitoring system in almost every location, as long as there is enough power to be 

harvested in the environment (e.g., solar energy, wind energy) to feed to the system the needed 

electrical energy. 

 

3.2 TRADEOFF AMONG THE AVAILABLE ENERGY HARVESTING SOLUTIONS 

As reported in the deliverable ‘D3.1 - Initial requirements SOTA enhancement for the platform’, various 

kind of energy harvesting solutions and technologies are available at now to achieve an autonomous 

and power-free electronic system. Not all the available solution and technologies can be adopted in the 

specific use cases, therefore, as reported in Table 7, a trade-off between the various energy harvesting 

technologies has been  performed. 

Table 7: Trade-off between different energy harvesting technologies 

Technology 
Applicable 

to the context 
Cost Notes 

Thermoelectric � - ULP solution (mW) 
No suitable thermal gradient available 

Vibrational (magneto-
dynamic) � - No vibrations available because 

need to be frequency tuned 

Vibrational 
(piezoelectric) � - 

ULP solution (uW) 
No vibrations available because 
need to be frequency tuned 
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Wireless power 
transmission � - ULP solution (mW) 

Short range (meters) 

Photovoltaic � + Solar conditions need to be verified 

Wind turbines � + Wind conditions need to be verified 

Hydro turbines � ++ 
River conditions need to be verified 
Subjected to freezing 
Effort spent in installation 

Methanol Fuel Cells � +++ 
(5k€ base solution) 

Backup solution 
Methanol self-consumption for temperatures below 0°C 

 

With reference to Table 7, the Photovoltaic, the Wind Turbine and the Hydro Turbine solutions have 

been identified as the most applicable technologies for the specific use case context. The use of 

Methanol Fuel Cell could also be a good backup solution in case the primary renewable sources are not 

available, but the adoption of such a technology could excessively raise the whole system costs. 

As mentioned above, according to the specific location in which the autonomous device has been 

installed, not all the available solution and technologies can be adopted. In our specific case, the 

autonomous camera developed for the traffic monitoring use case has been installed in the location SITE 

1, corresponding to the following GPS position: 45.2800824°N, 5.62397°E. In the selected installing 

location, the only suitable and reliable renewable energy is the solar energy: this is why we decided to 

select the photovoltaic panels as the energy harvesting source. 

In the following paragraphs, a detailed description of the sizing process of the selected photovoltaic 

harvesting module is reported.  

 

3.3 SIZING OF THE SYSTEM 

In Figure 9 the simplified block diagram of the autonomous monitoring system is reported. 

The power harvesting module (subsystem ‘A’ in Figure 9) is mainly composed by three elements: 

1. The photovoltaic module, which is in charge of transforming the solar radiation into electrical 

energy, feeding it to the Battery Manager module. 

2. The battery manager module, which is in charge to transfer the electrical energy provided by the 

photovoltaic panel, using suitable MPPT algorithms that allows to maximize the power extracted 

by the module itself. The Battery Manager also controls the state of charge of the battery, 

maintaining it in a safe state: it disconnects the power load or the photovoltaic panel 

respectively in case of under-voltage or over-voltage conditions on the energy storage. 

3. The battery module, which is the storage element that stores the electrical energy in case of 

energy overproduction (e.g., daily summer time) and from which the electrical energy is feeded 

in case of energy underproduction (e.g., night time). 

The traffic monitoring system (subsystem ‘B’ in Figure 9) has to be intended as the electrical load of the 

Power Harvesting module. The ST SecSoC board is a fully programmable device able to apply image 

analytics techniques to the captured video stream and to send the extracted information to an external 

entity. It is connected to the camera, by which acquires the pictures of the physical area to be 

monitored, and to the Nucleo board, the module in charge of controlling the system behaviour and the 

data flow (from the camera to the WiFi module). The WiFi module establish the wireless interconnection 

needed to transfer the information of interest to the remote receiving node. The data transmission is 
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performed by using an ad-hoc developed (re-)configurable antenna, a conventional phased array 

composed by micro-strip like radiating elements.  

 

 

Figure 9: Simplified block diagram of the autonomous monitoring system 

 

In the following paragraphs the sizing process of the power harvesting module (subsystem ‘A’ in Figure 

9) is described in detail. 

 

3.3.1 Sizing of the required energy 

The energy required by the monitoring systems has been evaluated according to the following 

methodology. 

The energy typically required by the traffic monitoring system includes four energy requirements: 

- Energy required by the data elaboration, including image collection and processing. 

- Energy required by the data transmission (for transmission to the road management centre, 

typically high energy consuming 3G communication in the common state of the art) 

- Energy required by accessories to avoid freezing or condensing on optical devices (typically 

resistive heater in the common state of the art) 

- Energy required by accessories to enable the collection of usable video stream during the night 

(infra-red emitter) 

OPERA system: 

- The energy required by the data elaboration is the energy required by the ultra-low power 

SecSoc technology 

- The energy required by the data transmission is the energy required by the ultra-low power 

reconfigurable antenna. 

Considering the low level of energy consumption and the reduction of thermal effect, OPERA project 

experiments the no passive, no condensing and no freezing devices (as anti-condensing film). 

A B 
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The OPERA automatic detection of road events and the quality of the advanced software enable to 

operate without infra-red light detection for the three use cases (detection of traffic congestion, 

detection of wrong way vehicles, detection and/or counting of cycles): indeed, the OPERA advanced 

software and the ULP embedded micro-servers enable the detection of traffic congestions or wrong way 

vehicles during the night from the detection of vehicle lights only. The automatic detection of these 

events enables to operate without human viewing of high quality night video stream. Moreover, the 

detection and/or the counting of cycles during the night is not an issue, considering that the cycle traffic 

across the interurban road or network is in general insignificant.       

The calculation of the energy required by the SecSOC technology: 

- From a functional point of view, the traffic monitoring use cases require a permanently operating 

system to detect road events or singularities at any time (traffic congestion, wrong way vehicle, 

cycle in dangerous place, etc…). Consequently the energy required by the SecSOC has been 

calculated for a permanent operation. 

- From a functional point of view, the energy required by the reconfigurable antenna has  been 

calculated considering practical traffic monitoring use cases scenarios: For each use case 

(detection of traffic congestion, detection of wrong way vehicles, detection of cycles, counting of 

cycles), the “most critical scenario” has been defined taking into account the expected number 

of detected events in one day, the number of expected data transmission, the size of the 

expected data transmission, as described in the Table 8. 

As described above, the energy of accessories (anti-condensing and anti-freezing device, infra-red 

emitter) has been reduced to 0 mW. 

Table 8: Different scenario used to evaluate energy for data transmission 

FUNCTIONAL NEEDS 

FOR ROAD MANAGERS 

Congestion 

detection 

Wrong way vehicle 

detection 
Cycle counting Cycle detection 

Operating time 
Permanent 

(100%) 

Permanent 

(100%) 

Permanent  

During day only 

summer period (4) 

(14 hours/day) 

Permanent  

During day only 

Summer period (4) 

(14 hours/day) 

Expected order of 

magnitude of rate of 

trafic event 

Typical 8/day (1) 

Up to 25 / day(8) 

Typical 1/month(3) 

Up to 25 / month 

Typical 1000/day(5) 

Up to 10 000 / day 

(9) 

Typical 1000/day (5) 

Up to 10 000 / 

day(9) 

Expected rate of 

information long 

distance transmission 

to road management 

center 

Typical 16/day (2) 

Up to 50/ day(8) 

1 / month(3) 

Up to 25 / month 

1 / day 

data for statistic (6) 
none 

Expected rate of 

information short 

distance transmission 

to local variable 

message sign 

none none none 

500/day (5) 

Up to 10 000 / 

day(9) 
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Description of the 

information 

Message (traffic 

state) + video 

stream for doubt 

dispelling (7) 

Message (alarm 

wrong way) + video 

stream for doubt 

dispelling (7) 

Daily cycle counting 

data 

Example : file 

describing number 

of cycles per hour 

Message (alarm 

cycle) : presence or 

not presence of a 

cycle 

Description of video 

stream 

- image rate 

- image size 

- color coding 

- video stream duration 

 

8 image/s 

704x576 (4-CIF) 

256 colors 

20s 

 

8 image/s 

704x576 (4-CIF) 

256 colors 

1 mn 

  

 

(1): detection of two types of traffic event (based on data from Département de l’Isère):  

- dense trafic (typically vehicle flow above 100 vehicles/mn or occupancy rate above 40% 

- congestion (typically occupancy rate above 65%, and / or with a significant decrease of the average speed) 

Thresholds are indicative and could be adapted to the traffic capacity on each road. 

By considering these two types of event, we expect to typically have four events / day for each way, so eight events / day in total.  

(2) For each event, an alert message (with video stream) has to be sent to the road management center at the beginning of the event AND at the end of the 

event. Consequently 8 events / days induce 16 messages / days 

(3) Wrong way vehicles are not very common (see text below): after discussing with NEAVIA, one event per month can represent a great number of 

detections, taking into account false detections. 

(4) No plasma required because no detection of cycle during night is required 

(5) based on the evaluation of the order of magnitude of the traffic cycle on road RD211 serving Alpe d’Huez between May and September, for a counting in 

both ways. 

(6) Cycle data counting is used for elaborating statistics, not for real time application: consequently a daily transmission of the data is enough 

 

From this scenario the energy required by the data transmission can be evaluated as described in the 

Table 9. 

Table 9: Calculation of the energy required by data transmission considering the most critical scenario for each traffic 

monitoring use case. 

Conditions (disjoint event) Consumption 

Congestion detection (worst case) 7,7 mWh/day 

Wrong way vehicle detection (worst case) 10  mWh/day 

Cycle counting and cycle detection (worst case) 6  mWh/day 

Total consumption 23,7 mWh/day 

Total average power for WiFi Module (Pmean) ≈1 mW 

 

In Table 10 the mean power consumption of each module of the entire system is reported. 

Table 10: Mean power consumption of the camera monitoring system 

Device Description Vtyp Pmin Pmax Duty Pmean 

SPWF01SC 
WiFi Module 

status: simulated by ISMB 
3.3 V ≈0 W 1.14 W variable 1 mW 
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SecSoc 

Board 

SecSoc Board 

status: stand by, streaming @25fps 

(estimated power consumption TBC by laboratory tests) 

5 V 420 mW 800 mW 
63% 

(5 fps) 
500 mW 

Heater 
Heater device integrated in the camera box 

status: OFF, ON 
(not used: always OFF) 

IR light 
Infrared light for camera 

status: OFF, ON 
(not used: always OFF) 

Total 
  

420 mW 1.94 W - 0.501 W 

Consequently the required mean power Pmean (averaged on one day period) for the OPERA system is 

around 0,5W 

 

3.3.2 Sizing of photovoltaic module 

To correctly size the photovoltaic system, the irradiance data for the specific installing location is 

needed.  Real acquired irradiance data is not available for SITE 1 (GPS position 45.2800824°N, 

5.62397°E), therefore the data available from PVGIS database archive (http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/) 

has been used. 

In order to allow the system to be powered only by renewables during all the solar year, the sizing of the 

photovoltaic system has been performed in the worst case. Referring to Figure 10, the worst case 

corresponds to December 21st, in which the hours of sun in a day are minimal and the height of sun in 

respect to the horizon is smaller. It’s worth noting that some obstacles around the installing location (i.e. 

the surrounding mountains) reduce furthermore the total amount of hours of sun for a single day. 

 

 

Figure 10: Height of the sun in respect to the horizon (best and worst case)1 

                                                        

1 Data available from PVGIS database archive (http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/) 
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In Table 11 is reported the incident global irradiation for the chosen installing location. The solar 

irradiation of 1880 Wh/m2/day has been chosen for the sizing of the photovoltaic system. 

It’s worth noting that, being the system to be sized in the worst condition, a 60° tilt angle for the 

installed photovoltaic module has been chosen for the calculation, instead of the optimal 35° tilt angle 

for the entire solar year. 

 

Table 11: Incident global irradiation for the chosen installing location2 

Month Hh Hopt H(60) Iopt T24h NDD 

Jan 1280 2000 2190 61 2.8 421 

Feb 2180 3250 3460 57 2.7 339 

Mar 3670 4730 4680 46 8.3 245 

Apr 4680 5250 4770 32 12.7 134 

May 5350 5420 4580 19 15.5 25 

Jun 6140 5960 4850 14 19.6 4 

Jul 6370 6340 5220 17 21.9 0 

Aug 5440 5920 5210 28 21.2 7 

Sep 4160 5170 4980 42 17.3 70 

Oct 2670 3730 3850 53 13.5 198 

Nov 1420 2130 2280 59 8.4 383 

Dec 1050 1700 1880 63 4.4 432 

Year 3710 4310 4000 35 12.4 2258 

 
Hh: Irradiation on horizontal plane (Wh/m2/day) 
Hopt: Irradiation on optimally inclined plane: 35deg. (Wh/m2/day) 
H(60): Irradiation on plane at angle: 60deg. (Wh/m2/day) 
Iopt: Optimal inclination (deg.) 
T24h: 24 hour average of temperature (°C) 
NDD: Number of heating degree-days (-) 

 

Starting from the 1880 Wh/m2/day  irradiation value and considering a 1000 W/m2 incident power at 

Standard Test Conditions (STC), it’s possible to calculate the heq equivalent hour parameter for a typical 

day of December: 

 

$%& �
'(60°,

-./0
�	
1880	1$/��/3��

1000	1/��
� 1.88	$/3�� 

 

                                                        

2 Data available from PVGIS database archive (http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/) 
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To perform an energy balance between the energy produced by the photovoltaic module and the 

energy required by the monitoring system, the Pmean mean power consumption of the system is 

required. In the Table 12 the mean power consumption of each module of the entire system is reported. 

 

Table 12: Mean power consumption of the camera monitoring system 

Device Description Vtyp Pmin Pmax Duty Pmean 

SPWF01SC 
WiFi Module 

status: simulated by ISMB 
3.3 V ≈0 W 1.14 W variable 1 mW 

SecSoc 

Board 

SecSoc Board 

status: stand by, streaming @25fps 

(estimated power consumption TBC by laboratory tests) 

5 V 420 mW 800 mW 
63% 

(5 fps) 
500 mW 

Heater 
Heater device integrated in the camera box 

status: OFF, ON 
(not used: always OFF) 

IR light 
Infrared light for camera 

status: OFF, ON 
(not used: always OFF) 

Total 
  

470 mW 21.44 W - 0.501 W 

 

Starting from the 0.5 W mean power required by the load, it’s possible to calculate the mean daily 

energy required by the load: 

 

45678 � 9 ∙ 24$	 ∙ -5678 ≅ 22	1$/3��3 

 

The minimum nominal power of the photovoltaic module is the following: 

 

->?_@AB �
45678

$%&
�
22	1$/3��

1.88	$/3��
≅ 12	1C 

 

As reported in the next paragraph, the commercial photovoltaic module selected for the system is 

characterized by 20 Wp peak power. 

 

 

                                                        

3 Please note that a correction factor (9 parameter in the formula) has been adopted as a safety margin in the calculation. Remember that 

the irradiation data used to size the system is extracted from the PVGIS database. It’s furthermore necessary to compensate the power 

value in order to take in to account and compensate the variable weather conditions and other loss factors (e.g., dust, ice or snow on the 

photovoltaic panel surface, limited efficiency of the battery manager). 
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Figure 11: Estimated photovoltaic system output for each month 

 

In Figure 11 is reported the estimated photovoltaic system output for each month. The green line 

represents the mean energy required by the load. The Red line represents the mean energy required by 

the load compensated by the previous mentioned safety margin parameter. The blue line represents the 

monthly energy generated by the photovoltaic system. It’s worth noting that, according to this 

simulated data, there is no under-production of energy. 

 

3.3.3 Sizing of battery module 

To size the power storage unit, it’s necessary to define the desired autonomy of the system in case no 

renewable energy is provided by the photovoltaic panel. 

Assuming 7 days of autonomy if the system is not powered by renewables and a 40% discharge cutoff 

limit for the battery, the minimum battery capacity for the power supply system is 10 Ah4. In the 

following table the main steps of the battery sizing process are reported. 

 

Table 13:  Sizing of the storage element 

Symbol Description Formula Value Unit 

-5678  Power load - 0.5 W 

� Days of autonomy of the system without renewables - 7 days 

$ Ours of autonomy of the system without renewables � ∙ 24$ 168 h 

45678 Required energy in h_aut time interval -5678 ∙ $ 84 Wh 

DE7F  Nominal voltage of the selected battery - 12 V 

G@AB Battery capacity (without considering losses) 45678 DE7F⁄  7 Ah 

                                                        

4 In this preliminary calculation, the different efficiencies of the charge/discharge processes of the battery has not been taken into account. 
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9 Corrective factor (contribution of losses) - 40% 
 

G Battery capacity (considering losses) 9 ∙ G@AB 9.8 Ah 

 

3.3.4 Component selection and system integration 

Starting from the sizing process performed in this chapter, the suitable components have been selected 

and integrated in the system. 

In the following tables the main information related to the selected components are reported. Please 

refer to the deliverable ‘D3.2 - ULP Hardware integration’ for further details about the chosen hardware 

and its integration in the whole monitoring system. 

 

Table 14:  Reference links for the ET-M53620 photovoltaic module 

 

Manufacturer ET Solar 

Model ET-M53620 

Link 

 

 

 

http://www.shop.solar-

wind.co.uk/acatalog/et_solar_pv_panels.html#aEDC_2dET20v 

Brochure 

 

http://www.shop.solar-

wind.co.uk/acatalog/ET_Solar_PV_Module_ETM53620.pdf 

 

 

Table 15:  Reference links for the BlueSolar Charge Controller MPPT 75/15 

 

Manufacturer Victron Energy 

Model BlueSolar Charge Controller MPPT 75/15 

Link 

 

 

 

http://www.shop.solar-

wind.co.uk/acatalog/victron_mppt_solar_charge_controllers.html#aEDC_2d

VIC_2dMPPT7515 

Brochure 

 

http://www.shop.solar-wind.co.uk/acatalog/Victron_MPPT_75-100-

15_Charge_Controller_brochure.pdf 

Manual 
http://www.shop.solar-wind.co.uk/acatalog/Victron_MPPT_75-

15_Charge_Controller_manual.pdf 

 

 

Table 16:  Reference links for the HZY-EV12-18 battery 

Manufacturer Haze 

Model HZY-EV12-18 
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Link 

 

 

 

http://www.shop.solar-

wind.co.uk/acatalog/haze_gel_batteries_agm.html#aEDC_2dHAZE_2dIN

TRO 

Datasheet 

 
http://www.shop.solar-wind.co.uk/acatalog/Haze_Solar_Gel_Battery.pdf 

 

3.4 FUTURE WORK NOTES ON THE HARVESTING SYSTEM VALIDATION 

Starting from results coming out from the test performed during the on-site installation, further actions 

are planned to possibly improve the harvesting system performance. 

The defined technological choices will be consolidated and the technological evolutions of the adopted 

commercial components will be tracked in order to verify if new technical/technological solutions could 

be adopted to improve the overall energy efficiency of the system. More in particular, the research 

activity will be dedicated on finding suitable alternatives for the photovoltaic panels characterized by 

improved performance, in order to reduce the overall occupied size of the system and to enhance the 

mechanical stability of the installation (the lower the area of the photovoltaic module, the lower the 

force applied by the wind to the installation structure). The battery manager and the battery module 

will be also investigated in order to possibly reduce the weight of the installation and the overall 

performance of the system, in particular in bad environmental conditions (e.g., snow, ice, ...). 
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